Company Overview
MaxLinear, Inc. makes multi-gig connectivity a reality through digital, high-performance analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits and software solutions. Our products enable next-generation products in diversified markets, including Broadband Access, Connectivity, Infrastructure, and Industrial and Multi-Market. We revolutionize how people connect - driving faster, smarter networks. You'll find MaxLinear products at the heart of technologies and devices all around you. With a focus on low power and efficiency, our engineering innovations...

Drive the 5G wireless infrastructure your mobile phone uses
- We enable data center, metro and long-haul optical interconnects that provide high-speed connectivity throughout the world.

Deliver 10Gbit connectivity to your home
- Our products allow you to download a 4K movie (~100Gigabites) in less than 30 seconds or stream around 1,700 movies simultaneously. And with our Wi-Fi connectivity, you'll be set for faster video streaming uploads, gaming performance and better mobile connectivity at home and even in stadium venues.

Power the Internet of Things (IoT)
- We make seamless communications possible among people, processes and things. Thermostats, kitchen appliances, power grids, building automation, manufacturing - even making Smart Cities possible

Enable robust and reliable communication
- Our products empower servers, Ethernet switches and routers, ATMs, and even gas pumps and point-of-sale card readers.

MaxLinear was founded in 2003 and is headquartered in Carlsbad, Calif.
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the property of their respective companies.